
AnAlyzing Project 

MAnAgeMent MAturity 

level in indonesiA

Project management has been generally known and increasingly used by many organizations 

to gain competitive advantage. In this context, many studies have proposed maturity models to 

evaluate how project management knowledge has been deployed effectively and efficiently in or-

ganization. As a developing country, Indonesia needs many development projects managed by 

government and private companies in different industries. Here, a study to assess project manage-

ment maturity level in Indonesian businesses may bring insight about current business practices, 

which is important to speed up country development and business sustainability.  Adapting the 

Project Management Maturity Model (ProMMM), a survey instrument has been developed and ap-

plied to professionals from Jakarta and surrounding area.  The result of analysis shows that con-

struction and primary industry have a higher maturity level compare to manufacturing and servic-

es.  It is to be noted, however, that the level of project management understanding is low across in-

dustries.  This indicates that more quality project management training or certification is required 

to improve overall project management knowledge in Indonesia.
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Abstract

Business environment is rapidly 

changing these days and companies 

must demonstrate their ability to re-

spond to these changes and achieve 

competitive objectives. crawford, et 

al. (1999) proposes managing organi-

zation by projects as an approach to 

gain this ability. Here, management by 

project provides a framework for an 

organization to adjust plans and sce-

narios by effectively use all available 

resources to meet targets. Projects and 

therefore project management is now 

considered as a critical process and 

competency which most organizations 

needed. 

the increasing number of project 

management practitioners has cer-

tain effect on project management, 

especially after the establishment of 

Project Management institute (PMi) 

in 1969. the PMi initiates standard, 

such as Project Management Body of 

Knowledge (PMBoK) and certification 
process, such as Project Management 

Professional (PMP). the knowledge 

of Project Management is important 
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adopted a proper framework in their 

project process and able to meet all 

targets. 

in the context of indonesia, Bay and 

skitmore (2006) conducted an empiri-

cal study of 70 respondents and found 

that project management knowledge 

have not been used effectively in busi-

nesses, although over 85% of respon-

dents agree that the knowledge of 

project management is important. Hari 

g. soeparto, the former head of indo-

nesian PMi chapter, also emphasizes 

the importance of project management 

knowledge in indonesia because as a 

developing country, many develop-

ment projects are needed in various 

sectors (it news, 2008).  A recent re-

search by jugdev and Mathur (2012) 

also confirms that further research is 
still needed to investigate the role of 

project management to generate com-

petitive advantage.

therefore, this paper seeks to review 

literature on project management ma-

turity followed by an empirical re-

search to assess project management 

maturity in indonesian businesses.  

the objective is to determine the level 

of project management maturity across 

a wide range of industries in indone-

sia as there is only one such research 

in the context of indonesia (Bay and 

skitmore, 2006).  

Literature review

Cleland and Ireland (2006) defines a 
project as “a combination of organiza-

tional resources pulled together to cre-

ate something that did not previously 

exist and have a distinct lifecycle”.  A 

project is typically complex, unique 

process with many constraints and 

because many projects in business are 

deemed unsuccessful because lacking 

of knowledge in project management 

(vergopia, 2008).  For example, eve 

(2007) did an empirical study by sur-

veying 100 senior managers in aero-

space organizations and found clear 

evidence that training of project man-

agement methodology improves both 

individuals and organization’s project 

performance.  recent empirical study 

by rehman et al. (2011) found that the 

high rate of project failures in Pakistan 

were associated with lack of compe-

tence in the project management. they 

propose that more training in project 

management system is needed in Paki-

stan, especially for public sector or-

ganizations which were the weakest 

areas. Arguably, companies that suc-

cessfully implement project manage-

ment would be characterized by good 

knowledge of project management and 

organization support toward project 

management (rehman et al., 2011).

in order to measure project manage-

ment competency, many studies have 

proposed maturity models to rating 

project management performance 

(vergopia, 2008). the project man-

agement maturity model provides the 

framework that enable organization 

to develop its capabilities to deliver 

project successfully project after proj-

ect (Pennypacker and grant, 2003; 

Hillson, 2003).  the higher level of 

maturity means the greater degree of 

capability to manage a project. A low 

project management maturity score 

is referred to organization that facing 

many project management issues such 

as cost overruns, missed completion 

time, or less satisfied project outcome. 
A high project management maturity 

score means that the organization has 
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fession, for example, capability Ma-

turity Model (cMM) for software or-

ganizations (vergopia, 2008), sPice 

for construction industry (Hutchinson 

and Finnemore, 1999; sarshar et al., 

2000).  the third categories is models 

for general purposes and fit all orga-

nizations involved in project manage-

ment, for example, Kerzner’s Project 

Management Maturity Model (vergo-

pia, 2008), the PM solutions Project 

Management Maturity Model (Penny-

packer and grant, 2003), Berkeley PM 

Process Maturity Model (PM)2 (Kwak 

and ibbs, 2002), ProMMM (Hillson, 

2003), and the PMi oPM3 Model 

(Fahrenkrog et al., 2003).  

Because of many different maturity 

models, this research is focused on 

four models for general industry and 

commonly used.  The first model is the 
capability Maturity Model (cMM) 

(Pennypacker and grant, 2003). cMM 

was developed in 1993 by carnegie 

Mellon university and the software 

engineering institute (sei) after years 

of research (http://www.sei.cmu.

edu/). currently, this model is known 

as capability Maturity Model inte-

gration (CMMI). The model has five 
level of process maturity, i.e., initial, 

repeatable, defined, managed and op-

timizing.  this model is considered 

too voluminous (over 500 pages), dif-

ficult to understand, and complex in 
nature (vergopia, 2008). An empiri-

cal study by de oliveira (2010), et al 

in 19 software production companies 

(429 respondents), has founded that 

the cMMi model is questionable to be 

applied in the same way for each and 

every organizations surveyed . 

the second maturity model is the PM 

solutions Project Management Ma-

time limitation to meet customer needs 

(gray and larson, 2002; PMi, 2008).  

A project should be managed seriously 

with sufficient support from top man-

agement.  Project Management is “…

the application of knowledge, skills, 

tools and techniques to activities with-

in a project in order to meet or exceed 

stakeholders’ needs and expectations” 

as defined in The Project Management 
Body of Knowledge (PMBoK) of the 

Project Management institute (PMi) 

(http://www.pmi.org). Managing a 

project is a challenging process be-

cause different skills and tools may be 

needed for different project and also 

requires comprehensive planning and 

coordination (Kerzner, 1998; PMi, 

2008).

Project management maturity repre-

sents the degree of one organization 

in defining, managing, measuring and 
controling a project effectively (dool-

ey et al., 2001). jugdev and Mathur 

(2012) added the use of a project man-

agement office, tools and techniques, 
methodology, standards, processes, 

program and portfolio management 

practices, and efficiency and effective-

ness practices. A successful project 

management is characterized by or-

ganization ability to deliver a project 

performance timely, within budget and 

specifications in a consistent manner 
(vergopia, 2008).  Many studies pro-

pose models of project management 

maturity to measure effectiveness 

or efficiency of project management 
(Pennypacker and grant, 2003; Hill-

son, 2003).  vergopia (2008) classify 

project management maturity models 

into three categories.  The first cat-
egory is models for specific company, 
for example, the trillium Model used 

by Bell canada.  the second category 

is models for specific industry/ pro-
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aware culture and staff competency.  

ProMMM framework consists of four 

maturity level described below:

1. naïve: project management is un-

structured, repetitive and reactive; 

past experiences are not used to en-

hance future projects.

2. novice: early adopter to project 

management knowledge, aware 

benefit of project management al-
though the PM process have not 

been implemented well.

3. normalized: management of proj-

ects and formalization of project 

management process is widely im-

plemented, but not all cases have 

excellent result. 

4. natural: project management has 

been internalized in all aspects 

of the business; the organization 

adapts project management best 

practices to gain competitive ad-

vantage. 

there are four attributes, i.e., culture, 

process, experience, and application, 

to describe each level of ProMMM.  

By using this attributes, organizations 

can assess their current maturity level 

and set target to achieve next maturity 

level.  Hillson explains that the matu-

rity measurement process is easy to 

deploy, either using survey question-

naires or interviews, and interpretation 

of data is straightforward and easy to 

understand (Hillson, 2003). Arguably, 

the ProMMM offers an easy frame-

work that can be used by any organi-

zation to assess their project manage-

ment capabilities. vergopia added that 

this model also helps organization to 

improve PM capabilities by bench-

turity Model (PMMM) (Pennypacker 

and grant, 2003).  Adapted from the 

cMM and the nine knowledge areas 

of PMi, this model helps organizations 

with step by step project management 

capabilities to achieve project manage-

ment excellence. There are five levels 
of maturity included in the PM solu-

tions PMMM, i.e., initial, structured 

and standard, organizational standard, 

managed process, and optimizing pro-

cess. However, similar with the capa-

bility Maturity Model (cMM), the PM 

solutions PMMM is also considered 

as a difficult model which is tiresome 
and repetitious to follow (vergopia, 

2008). 

Kwak and ibbs propose the third pop-

ular model – the Project Management 

Process Maturity (PM) Model (Kwak 

and ibbs, 2002).  this model is also 

consists of 5-level PM process matu-

rity, focused on the strength and weak-

ness of current PM practices to help to 

achieve higher PM maturity. the mod-

el is being continuously developed 

because it incorporates current project 

management researches and practices 

(Kwak and ibbs, 2002). However, as 

with other non-specific models, this 
generic model does not offer specific 
direction as to how to move a PM pro-

cess from one maturity level to another 

(vergopia, 2008).

the fourth model is the Project Man-

agement Maturity Model (ProMMM), 

which is proposed by PMProfesional 

solutions limited, a uK-based proj-

ect management organization.  Hillson 

use this model in a case study of a mul-

tinational organization to measure its 

project management maturity (Hillson, 

2003). He found that the model helps 

the organization to develop a project-
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techniques, and standards) and not in-

tangible ones; this enable imitation by 

competitor and may prohibit using this 

model to gain competitive advantage 

(jugdev and Mathur, 2012).

despite these weaknesses, jugdev and 

thomas explain that maturity models 

have given a valuable contribution 

to assess project management ma-

turity level in organizations (jugdev 

and thomas, 2002).  the application 

of many models also has shown that 

corporate project performance can be 

linked with project management com-

petency. cooke-davies also found 

that research on maturity models have 

broadened discussion and increasing 

recognition of stages of improvements 

in project executions (cooke-davies 

and FAPM, 2004).

to date, research of project manage-

ment maturity models are relatively 

rare in the context of indonesian’s in-

dustries. Project management develop-

ment in indonesia is started in 1980s, 

when indonesia’s project management 

practitioners started to join PMi (usA 

chapter). PMi chapter indonesia is 

established in 1996. other association, 

called indonesian society of Project 

Management Professional (iAMPi) 

is also established in 1999 to accom-

modate project management practitio-

ners from outside of PMi-indonesia, 

especially from it and construction 

marking itself against ProMMM level 

(vergopia, 2008). summary of the 

four maturity models are presented in 

. 

it is to be noted that a universally ac-

cepted view of project management 

maturity does not exist (Pasian, 2011). 

there is a lack of consensus for the 

current generation of project man-

agement maturity models – with their 

purpose, design, and value being the 

subject of ongoing discussion. Many 

studies argue effectiveness and valid-

ity of the models.  For example, skul-

moski found that no specific model 
suits all types of project and empirical 

evidence is still needed to determine 

which model can be used to most proj-

ect success (skulmoski, 2001). jugdev 

and thomas discuss that project man-

agement maturity models are not flex-

ible, may identify problems but not 

provide solutions; organizations must 

develop a plan to solve such emerging 

problems (jugdev and thomas, 2002). 

some of the models are focused on the 

work process but disregard human re-

source or organizational perspectives.  

Hillson also voiced their concern 

about difficulties in assessing and in-

terpreting the maturity models because 

of their inherently complex structure 

(Hillson, 2003).  recent study by jug-

dev and Mathur argue that maturity 

models only focus on tangible resourc-

es (e.g. project management tools, 

table 1. Project Management Maturity Model for general organization
Model origin target description

cMM 

(vergopia, 2008)

sei software 

industries

5 level - initial,

repeatable, defined, managed and optimizing.
PMMM 

(crawford, 2006)

PM solutions Project-driven 

organizations

5 level - initial, structured and standard, 

organizational standard, managed process, 

optimizing process

(PM)2 (Kwak and ibbs, 

2002, vergopia, 2008)

Berkeley PM Project-driven 

organizations

5 level , adopting PM solutions – ad hoc, planned, 

managed, integrated, sustained

ProMMM 

(Hillson, 2003)

PM Professional Project-driven 

organizations

4 level – naïve, novice, normalized, natural
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or describe variables, or to analyze 

relationships between variables (Mal-

hotra and grover, 1998).  

A survey questionnaire has been de-

veloped to address the research ob-

jectives.  the ProMMM model, dis-

cussed in the study by Hillson (2003), 

has been adopted as the basis for this 

study, because of its applicability and 

practical guidance.  the types of ques-

tion are described as follows:

1. Project management criticality, 

to capture culture attribute, is de-

scribed in the question of how the 

organization react to the statement 

that effective project management 

is critical to business success.

2. Project management commitment, 

also to illustrate culture attributes, 

is described in the question of how 

committed the organization to a 

systematic management of process.

3. Project management formality, to 

describe process attribute, is pre-

sented in the question of how fully 

defined the project management 
process.

4. Project management maturity, also 

to describe process attribute, is de-

scribed in a question of how stable 

and mature the project management 

process. 

5. Project management understand-

ing, to capture experience attribute, 

is presented in the question of how 

well the staff understand project 

management principles. 

6. Project management practicality, 

to point out application attribute, is 

industries. some industries, for exam-

ple construction, require each project 

manager to have a certification in proj-
ect management. Project management 

knowledge has been viewed as one of 

critical learning process and therefore 

it is important to assess project man-

agement maturity level in indonesia. 

research MethodoLogy

this study is arranged into four stages: 

first, defining the research area and the 
research subject relevant to academi-

cians and practitioners in the field of 
project management; second, review-

ing the literature to investigate the 

current level of understanding in the 

research area as well as potential un-

explored research gaps; third, identi-

fying the research gap to be explored 

and develop research design, which is 

discussed in this section; and fourth, 

executing the research design.

As suggested in the literature review, 

an empirical research, in terms of sur-

vey research, is needed to answer the 

research questions.  survey research is 

the activity of systematically collect-

ing data, information and opinion from 

a population or sample of a population 

(Filippini, 1997).  survey research is 

important because: first, empirical data 

is very significant in theory building 
and rationalization (Flyvbjerg, 2004); 

second, it provides such an opportuni-

ty to engage with practicing managers; 

and third, it allows certain problems 

which cannot be studied using tradi-

tional quantitative approaches, such 

as new product development (swami-

dass, 1991; Pagell and Krause, 1999), 

to be explored.  survey research is a 

quantitative method that requires a 

standardized format, for example, a 

questionnaire, which is used to define 
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the overall project management matu-

rity level in his or her company. the 

questions in the survey correspond 

precisely to the descriptions of each 

of the four levels of project manage-

ment maturity model as discussed in 

the study of Hillson (2003). 

this research categorizes respondents 

from five different industries in the Ja-

karta area as follows:

• Constructions: including Engineer-
ing 

• Services: including Financial and 
commerce, transportation, gov-

ernment, education, information 

system , Marketing and Pr, Health, 

consultant

• Manufacturing: including Design/
Procurement and research and de-

velopment 

• Oil/Gas and Primary industries: in-

cluding Petrochemical and natural 

resources (Mining/Forestry/Agri-

culture)

• Other industries

commercially available business data-

bases (e.g. KoMPAs, BPs) and a uni-

versity Alumni database have been 

used to filter potential respondent.  
the survey was carried out from Au-

gust 2011 to december 2011 and from 

338 respondents contacted, 127 filled 
out and returned the survey, yielding a 

response rate of 37 per cent. statistical 

analysis is performed to measure proj-

ect maturity and to gauge the relation-

ships between factors that contribute 

to the project maturity.

presented in the question how expe-

rienced are the staff in project man-

agement technique and skills.

7. Project management scope, to cap-

ture application attribute, is de-

scribed in the question of what is 

the scope of project management 

process application.

the questions listed above are used 

to explore respondents’ perception on 

current state of their organizations in 

managing projects.  Additional ques-

tions are also developed, i.e., general 

description of the company profiles, 
level of project management training, 

respondent particular experience in 

applying project management, etc.

the questions derived from the ProM-

MM framework had also been ap-

plied in other studies such as rush 

et al. (2007) who adapted the model 

to asses technological capabilities of 

firms, Bryde and Leighton  (2009) 
on benchmarking survey of PM ma-

turity in the uK Higher education 

(He), Karlsen  (2011) who conducted 

in-depth interviews with project man-

agement professionals to study the 

effectiveness of current uncertainty 

management practice in projects, and 

(rezaeean and Falaki, 2012) who also 

use ProMMM framework to develop 

a structured questionnaire which then 

been used to assess effectiveness  of  

project management.  therefore, it is 

reasonable to assume applicability of 

the survey instrument for the purpose 

of this research.  

this empirical research is consisted of 

web-based survey (mainly) and paper-

based survey if the respondent asked 

for it. each respondent is questioned 
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gas Primary industry represent 63% 

respondents.  More than half (54%) 

respondent’s current positions are in 

project management, varies from pro-

ject team member up to project owner. 

the other respondents also have cur-

rent position at managerial level. this 

data arguably shows relevancy of the 

respondents on answering the ques-

tionnaire, thus increase data validity. 

in addition, 92% of respondent have 

more than one year experience in pro-

ject management, and 39% of them 

have more than five years experience. 
this information also strengthens the 

quality of empirical data collected in 

this research. in term of business scale, 

most of the respondents come from 

organizations with more than 100 em-

ployees (76%).  this indicates that re-

spondent comes from medium to large 

companies. the value of project also 

implies this assumption, where 84% 

respondent’s organizations yearly pro-

ject value is above 500 million rupiah.

this research uses the ProMMM 

framework to predict organization 

everything possible has been done to 

reduce potential problem on the survey 

research.  A pilot survey is conducted 

before sending the questionnaire out to 

the sampled population; this is very im-

portant as it helps to erase any research 

bias, and any misunderstandings. An 

online survey is also provided and this 

gives advantage in terms of enabling 

the researcher to ask respondent to fill 
the survey again to complete the ques-

tionnaire.  A dedicated research assis-

tant is available to contact each poten-

tial respondent and help them to fill the 
survey properly.    this research uses 

a survey to measure project manage-

ment maturity model in indonesia, by 

incorporating the concepts available in 

the literature and this increase validity 

of the research instrument and can be 

“re-tested” by other researchers.

resuLt and discussion

The profile of the respondent is pre-

sented in table ii and table iii.  the 

table shows that the respondents are 

evenly represented from the four in-

dustries although services and oil/

Table 2. Industry Profiles
industry Frequency Percent

construction 25 19.7

services 45 35.4

Manufacturing 19 15.0

oil/gas Primary industries 36 28.3

other 2 1.6

total 2 1.6

table 3. respondent‘s current Position
current Position Frequency Percent

Project team Member 28 22

Project Manager 31 24.4

Project Management Manager 8 6.3

Project owner 3 2.4

Functional Manager 16 12.6

senior Manager 9 7.1

consultant 8 6.3

other 24 18.9

total 127 100
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From industry perspective, this study 

finds that maturity level is different 
across industries.  table 5 presents 

the maturity level from each industry, 

where each attribute of project man-

agement is calculated and then added 

to get overall average rating.

in general, construction industry has 

the highest maturity level (3.05) and 

the only industry that reach normal-

ized maturity level. the second in-

dustry is oil and primary industry fol-

lowed by manufacturing, services and 

other.  due to low response rate for 

other industry (only two respondents), 

this industry is omitted from further 

discussion below.  the result of this 

study is parallel with previous study 

maturity level (1 – naïve, 2 – novice, 

3 – normalized, and 4 – natural), by 

investigating four attributes, i.e., cul-

ture, process, experience, and applica-

tion (Hillson, 2003).  table 4 present 

a summary of PM attribute from all 

respondents.

PM criticality has the highest mean 

score (3.45). overall ProMMM level 

is calculated from the average score 

of all four attributes, with resulted 

in a score of 2.88.  this shows that 

in general, based on the ProMMM 

framework, indonesian companies’ 

project management maturity level is 

categorized as novice (below maturity 

).  

table 4. PM attribute from all respondents
indicators Attribute Definitions number of 

respondents

Mean 

Maturity 

level

PM criticality culture the extent of project management criticality to 

business success?

127 3.45

PM 

commitment

culture the extent of organization’s commitment to 

proactive and systematic management of projects

127 3.05

PM Formality Process An indicator of formality of project management 

processes

123 3.34

PM Maturity Process An indicator of maturity of project management 

processes

123 2.79

PM 

understanding

experience the extent of staff understanding on the 

underlying principles of project management

124 2.4

PM Practicality Application the level of staff familiarity 124 2.37

in using the practical skills and techniques of 

project management

PM scope Application the scope of application of project management 

processes

124 2.73

2.88

table 5. PM attribute from all respondents

industries P
M

 

c
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construction 3,72 3,12 3,21 2,92 2,80 2,56 3,00 3,05

services 3,29 2,91 3,37 2,70 2,35 2,30 2,44 2,77

Manufacturing 3,47 3,05 3,28 2,61 2,28 2,22 2,67 2,80

oil and Primary 3,47 3,22 3,47 2,94 2,25 2,42 2,97 2,96

other 3,00 2,00 2,50 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,21
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therefore, it is reasonable to conclude 

that more quality project management 

training is needed to improve project 

management maturity across indus-

tries in indonesia.

concLusion

the study has reviewed literature on 

project management maturity and 

finds that although many maturity 
models have been developed, it is clear 

that empirical studies is needed to as-

sess viability of the models in practice.  

this issue became prevalent as practi-

cally research on project management 

maturity is non-existing in the context 

of indonesia.

Adopting the ProMMM model, an 

empirical research has been conducted 

in indonesia.  the result of the study 

shows that construction is the only in-

dustry that has maturity level 3 (nor-

malized), in which management of 

projects and formalization of project 

management process is widely im-

plemented, but not all cases have ex-

cellent result. lack of proper project 

management training and certification 
is one major issue identified in this 
study as determinant of the overall 

project management maturity level in 

indonesia.

by Pennypacker (123 respondents in 

usA) (Pennypacker and grant, 2003), 

and zwikael and globerson (201 proj-

ect managers in israel) (zwikael and 

globerson, 2006), that mentioned 

construction and engineering compa-

nies have highest maturity level than 

other industry.  

Another finding from analyzing across 
industries is that culture (criticality 

and commitment) and process (formal-

ity and maturity) tend to have higher 

score compare to experience (under-

standing) and application (practicality 

and scope).  this implies that in gen-

eral, organizations in indonesia have 

put their concern on the importance of 

Project Management in their organiza-

tions, but has low level of experience 

and application of project manage-

ment (understanding and practical-

ity).  the score of project management 

understanding is particularly low; this 

indicates that education and training of 

project management is needed.  this 

score is confirmed in other data analy-

sis that shows that even though 73.4% 

respondent mentions that their orga-

nization requires experienced project 

managers, only 30% of them require 

project management certification for 
project managers.  From 127 respon-

dents, only 42.2% have undertaken 

any project management training. 
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